
                My Life With My Nephew In 2020 
 

 Everyone has annoying younger siblings or at least someone younger than you that is 

sibling-like. I have a younger nephew that has grown particularly more annoying over the time 

of quarantine. Since we are family, we do care for and love one another but most times, we break 

into arguments over little things since we spend so much time together.  

 

 He is younger than me, so he takes the role of acting like a younger sibling, which means 

he's annoying me 99.9% of the time, especially on weekdays. I wake up earlier than him, so I 

have to wake him up for school. Waking up at early times makes him cranky, and so starts the 

day. We both go to school online now at the dining room table, which has become a breeding 

ground for arguments, and in the in-between time during breaks, we exchange words very 

angrily, mostly about our level of intelligence. We don't mean the words we say, but sometimes 

we get very irritable, and then we start bickering. It is harmless and I think we both know we 

love each other. 

 

It has been a difficult transition into virtual learning, and since we have never been in the 

same environment while learning, the new setting has made us argue a lot. It can be one person 

being too loud or photo-bombing their zoom video(mostly him on the photo-bombing), but I 

still try to be patient. It gets annoying sometimes when we work closely and our background 

sounds clash, but schooling hasn't been that troublesome as of yet, but there is always time.  

 

 

After school isn't much trouble since we usually keep to our own devices at that point, 

but we can clash ever so often. We argue because he might be making too much noise, or 

somehow my presence bothers him, but we always come back together and makeup in the end. 

Being patient for so long with him can be difficult sometimes. He is very bothersome and 

agitating, but he is my nephew, and I need to be there for him so he can be there for me.  

It can be bothersome and challenging to continue to love and care for him when he bothers me 

so much, but I love him too much to let his annoying, weird habits keep me from caring for him 

no matter what. 

 

My nephew is someone that I see every day in my life. We argue all the time for no 



reason and dislike one another, but we love each other no matter what, though. We will always 

support and help one another through everything we go through. I love him and he loves me. 

 

 

 

 


